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Titanic (1997) Quiz 1

1. What year are Brock Lovett and his team aboard the research vessel Akademik Mstislav Keldysh,
search the wreck of RMS Titanic?

2. What is the name of the large diamond that Brock Lovett and his team are hoping to recover?

3. Instead of finding the large diamond, Brock Lovett finds a drawing of what?

4. What is the date written on the sketch that Brock Lovett finds?

5. What is the name of the Centenarian that contacts Brock Lovett, identifying herself at the woman
in the sketch?

6. How old was Rose when she boarded the Titanic in 1912?

7. How does Jack Dawson win his third-class Titanic ticket?

8. Why did Rose climb over the stern railing after setting sail?

9. Who coaxed Rose back on to the deck and away from the stern railing?

10. What does Rose request Jack to do when she brings him back to her state room?

11. After they evade Cal's servant, Lovejoy. What do Rose and Jack do in a Renault Towncar inside the
Cargo Hold?

12. What do Rose and Jack witness on the forward deck and overhear its officers discussing?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. 1996
2. Heart of the Ocean
3. A young nude woman wearing the necklace
4. April 14, 1912 (The same day the Titanic hit the

iceberg)
5. Rose Dawson Calvert / Rose DeWitt Bukater
6. 17

7. In a poker game
8. She was intending to commit suicide
9. Jack
10. Draw her nude, wearing only the Heart of the Ocean
11. Have sex
12. The ship's collision with an iceberg
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